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All existing Persons are now in Profiles.



Content type is renamed, new fields are added



This happened automatically 🎉

The new fields will be blank by default, and 

pre-existing content will be kept.



With the new Profile content type, people 
can now have a profile page on SF.gov.



The new Profile 
page template



For each profile, 
editors need to decide 
if they want to:

1. Not have a page on 

SF.gov and link offsite to 

an external URL (aka 

pass-through)

2. Have a page on SF.gov 

using the new Profile 

template
1. 2.



The new fields

● There is one new required field: “Profile type” 

(City employee or External).

● Primary job title fields are for the person’s 

main occupation, like their day job, NOT their 

commission role.

● The rest of the fields should be 

self-explanatory, but the content team 

should test to make sure!



You can add Profiles to Departments, 
Public bodies, Locations, and the 
homepage.

Same places as before! But with some new functionality...



Add Profile Group

● This is the new Profile Group. Use 

it to adding groups of people to 

any page that supports it.

● It looks very similar to the old 

one, but you can add more detail 

about the commissioner’s tenure 

on a Public Body page



On Departments, Locations 
and the homepage

Simply add the Profiles that you 

want. 

On Public bodies

You will now also add information 

about their specific role on the public 

body.



Where the commission position info is used

On the public body page 

Commission position is 

displayed above their name 

on the People section.

On External profiles

Full info is displayed at the 

top

On City employee profiles

Commission roles are 

displayed in “Additional city 

roles”



If you choose City employee

● Their primary job will be listed at the top of 

the profile page.

● The “Department or public body” that they 

work for is also shown as a link.

● Public body roles are in an “Additional 

roles” section.

If you choose External

● Their primary job will be listed at the top of 

the profile page.

● Their public body role(s) will be listed at 

the top of the profile page.



Personal contact info

These are straightforward -- added when 

you edit the profile page.

Drupal fields:



Where does this come 
from???

✅ If you select a “Department or public body”, the 

address, phone, and emails will be pulled in from 

the agency to the profile.

✅ Additionally, you can manually add contact info 

to the profile node.

✅ If there are 2 addresses, we display the one 

manually added on the profile node.



Some past People need to be fixed.



Many people (especially non-staff) have their 
commission role input as their primary job.

Her actual job is “Director of Strategy, 
Transgender Law Center”. This allows profiles to 
have different roles on multiple commissions.

Cecilia on the Health Commission has “Finance 
and Planning Committee Chair” as primary job 
title. This role should be part of the 
Commission, not part of Cecilia.. 



Individual info goes on the profile.

Role info goes on the public body.



Correct use of profile fields



Correct use of commission fields

(It’s OK to leave the commission fields empty 

if you need to, but generally you should fill 

them out with their role on the public body)


